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ABSTRACT: In this paper, the dome tank as the object of study, the paper analyzed the stress of the compression ring
section of the top wall of the storage tank. According to the analysis method of the yield of the compression ring section
of the storage tank, the failure pressure at the top of the tank is solved, and the selection principle of the compression ring
section is deduced. And calculated the failure pressure of different capacity dome tank in different super pressure form by
using numerical calculation method, then obtained the failure pressure of tank top wall junction based on strength failure
analysis method. Finally, according to the results of numerical calculation, the failure pressure calculating formula of the
tank top wall junction under static pressure and dynamic pressure was fixed. After correction, the failure pressure of the
tank top wall junction under the static pressure calculation formula with the results of numerical simulation calculation
maximum relative error was 7.6%, maximum relative error was 9.6% under dynamic pressure. A theoretical basis was
provided for tank design and the calculation of failure pressure.
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INTRODUCTION

Vertical dome to the storage tank to store large amounts of flammable and explosive substances, when tank leaked, or meet
the ignition, it was easy to explode [1]. Gas expansion super pressure, boiling liquid expanding vapor combustion and
vapor cloud explosion were the typical disasters forms in the oil storage tank zone [2-5]. In the calculation of failure
pressure tank, the domestic and foreign standards were given the failure pressure corresponding formulas, but these
formulas thought the tank failure condition occurred when tank compression ring cross section yielded [6-9]; the
API650-2005 research report used a self-designed axisymmetric element in SafeRoof software, calculated the failure
pressure on top wall junction [10]; in the stress analysis of the tank caused by overpressure, many scholars calculate failure
pressure respectively from numerical simulation and analytical method [11]. When calculating the failure pressure of top
wall junction, some scholars also considered the influences of cone shell edge loads to solve failure pressure [12], or by
using the experimental method to fix tank failure pressure formula.

But from the current research results on the failure pressure calculation of the tank top wall junction, the existing
calculation methods simplified the tank as a compression ring section, considering that section yield compression ring
when the tank failure occurred. And according to the method to design the dome tank, when the actual damage occured, it
was often up to the failure pressure, but the damage did not occur. At the same time, the different methods of pressure
within the tank, for the static and dynamic pressure, tank failure condition will be different. So the problems of the
different failure pressure form and tank failure mechanism, is not research. While the failure pressure of tank top wall
connection calculation is accurate or not, which precisely determined the tank in the process of actual destruction, whether
the top of “weak” the design requirements were reached.

Therefore, this paper takes the storage tank as the research object, analyzes the stress situation of the compression ring
section of the storage tank, and the selection of the compression ring section of the tank based on the analytical method and
the calculation of the failure pressure. Finally, through the numerical simulation method, the stress condition of the whole
storage tank is analyzed, and the strength failure condition and the failure pressure of the tank under the condition of
considering the weld structure are analyzed. Under the different form of pressure tank super pressure damage was
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calculated , fixed in different super pressure tank failure under the form of calculation formula for vertical dome tank
design, failure pressure calculation provides a theoretical basis and reference.

CONVENTIONAL CALCULATION METHOD OF FAILURE PRESSURE ON DOME TANK TOP WALL
CONNECTION

When the tank due to the volatile combustible gas in the high temperature effect of the volume expansion or the
occurrence of combustion after the tank internal super pressure, the rapid increase in pressure within the tank, will
eventually lead to damage to the weak parts of the tank. In the process of tank design, the tank weak roof structure design
was guaranteed, after the super pressure in the tank, the tank top wall joint force was shown in Figures 1 and 2.

Figure 1. Tanks diagram under inner pressure.

Figure 2. State diagram of tank compression ring compression under internal pressure.

Under the action of internal pressure Pin, assuming the bending deformation was small, and ignored the effect of bending
moment. At this time the force of compression ring included the force Fs on the shell and internal force N of roof, roof
internal force could be decomposed into vertical force TZ and radial force Q.

By the force balance available:
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In the formula: TZ—each unit of arc length vertical storage tank roof, N/m; Q—each unit of arc roof horizontal
component, N/m; FS—each unit of arc storage tank wall force, N/m; F—compression ring section circumferential force,
N; D—the tank diameter, m.
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By compression ring section horizontal force equilibrium

FRQ  (3)

The compressive hoop force F was equal to the compressive stress c multiplied by the compression area A:

cF A (4)

Taking formula(2)、(3) into formula(4):

 tan2
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Assuming the bottom was about to lift when compression ring yielded, at this time WPR in 
2 , yieldc   , formula (5) can

be written as:

2 tanyield

WA
 


(6)

In the formula: A—effective area of compression ring, mm²; θ—start angle of the tank top, °; W—the total weight of all
components of the tank wall and a tank top and the tank wall support, N.

In which hhcc steelangle Wrapping tWtWAA 

In the formula: A—area of angle steel, mm²;Wc—effective area of tank wall, mm; tc—the thickness of tank roof,mm;
Wh—the effective length of tank roof,mm;th—the thickness of tank wall, mm.

In which cc tR.W  60 ;
sin

30 h
h

tR
.W


 .

Because of the effects of storage tank roof in the tank roof needed to offset pressure generated in the reverse direction of
the gravity pressure, so the effective design of tank roof subjected to actual internal pressure '

inP ( '
in in top hP P t  ,

top —the density of the material storage tank roof, kg/mm3; th—the effective thickness of tank roof, mm).

In order to avoid the tank bottom up, setting up safety factor n , at this time the relationship between effective design
pressure '

inP and W was:

h
WPR in

2 
(7)

 
n

Wt PR htopin
2  －

When n =1, the tank the force created by the internal pressure exactly equaled the weight of all in addition to storage tank
roof, the definition of internal pressure of tank bottom was not lift the maximum internal pressure maxP , taking formula (6)
into formula (7):
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When the tank broke, making the failure pressure f inP P :

   htopin
2

htopf
2 tPnRWtPR  －－  (9)

According to the request of API650 tank design standard, n=1.6:

1.6 0.6f in top hP P t  (10)

So the tank top wall junction failure pressure was

max1.6 0.6f top hP P t  (11)

A given volume of storage tank by formula (11) could be obtained when the compression ring cross section stress
damaged to yield.

From the above analysis showed that when the tank completed the structure design, tank top wall connection failure
pressure of the main determinants was connections for tank top wall of the compression ring of sectional area A. With the
increase of the compression ring area, damaging pressure tank top wall connections increased. Therefore, when finished
the structure design of the tank, namely wrapping angle size, tank top starting angle, thickness of top plate and a tank top
thickness were given, the choice of the main factors affecting the decision of tank failure pressure was the compression
ring cross section.

The above analysis was based on the tank pressure ring section to yield to get analytic solution. And the actual tank roof
wall joint damage occured, due to the influence of weld, the compression ring did not necessarily completely reach the
yield, and because of the influence of storage tank internal pressure rising too fast, tank material yield strength changed.
Therefore, need to further correction on the above analytical solutions, to get to the top of tank wall joint damage closer to
the actual pressure.

THE FAILURE PRESSURE CALCULATION OF TANK TOP WALL JUNCTION BASED ON NUMERICAL
CALCULATION

Through the analysis of the foregoing, the analytic method of tank pressure, only could calculate the instability and failure
of pressure caused by the local yield on the tank top wall connections, and could not calculate the strength failure pressure
due to tank welding seam structure on the top wall connections. In order to get the failure pressure under the tank top wall
connection strength failure and the different overpressure, this section would be calculated by numerical simulation, stress
analysis was carried out on the tank structure, to get the top wall junction failure pressure numerical solution.

The Static Tank Pressure Numerical Calculation under the Action of Different Volume

The Numerical Model of Tank Stress Analysis and Calculation Conditions

(1) The numerical model of the tank stress analysis

According to the axial symmetry of the vault storage tank roof, wall plate, plate and roof rib structure, and the load
characteristics of weight of storage tank and storage medium pressure and tank Internal pressure, choosing a space tank
rind plate region as the research object, including the tank roof, wall plate, plate, rib and the tank wall junction angle and
foundation, which were shown as in Figure 3.

Considering the discontinuous welding and contact action between roof and rib, the contact between base plate and
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foundation, as well as roof and wall board connection structure and weld, wall plate and bottom plate and weld connection
structure, at the same time the workload and calculation precision of numerical model should be balanced. By using shell
elements, solid elements supplemented by the discretization of the tank roof and wall structure, the beam element of tank
roof rib structure is discretized using solid elements on the bottom of the tank and the tank wall and roof joint, edge angle,
wall joint, bottom plate and tank wall joint, foundation structure of the discrete, one-way contact friction problem of
contact element is used to simulate the roof and rib, bottom plate and foundation. A nonlinear numerical calculation model
of the multi element mixed space is established in Figure 4.

Figure 3. The local spatial structure calculation of tank.

Figure 4. A nonlinear numerical calculation model of storage.

(2) Tank working condition of stress analysis and calculation

According to the crude oil storage tank to store crude oil of several typical liquid level height, the tank liquid level were
divided into three states: empty pot, half pot and full pot. Static pressure of storage tank due to the storage tank internal
pressure increasing led to failure of roof and wall plate joint (recording failure pressure as topP ), failure of wall and floor
connection(recording failure pressure as botP ), for each storage tank structure, it could be divided into the following six
kinds condition calculation:

Condition 1~2: in the empty pot condition, static pressure of storage tank was Ptop1 and Pbot1;

Condition 3~4: in the half pot condition, static pressure of storage tank was Ptop2 and Pbot2;

Condition 5~6: in the full pot condition, static pressure of storage tank was Pto3 and Pbot3;

(3) Tank failure assessment method

In the finite element calculation, the main consideration of damage occurred at the weld connecting the tank top wall, then
tanks destroyed, which was different from the analytical calculation, the tanks were destroyed when tank compression ring
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section yielded. Therefore, this article for storage tank could be thought of as the average of the dangerous section stress
reaching the yield strength of material, which might be considered that the storage tank was damaged [15]:

S
path  max

Stress Analysis and Damage Evaluation of Typical Volume Vaulted Tank

Because of the limited space, this section took 3000 m3 tank as an example, a detailed analyzed failure pressure in the
empty tank condition. The tank overpressure condition was analyzed as the static, assuming tank air pressure change due
to external conditions, gas space heating expansion leading to the internal pressure increased, air mixture burning didn't
happen. According to the static pressure in the process of calculation, tank pressure of the tank destruction was upper limit
of static pressure. According to the numerical calculation model, when the static pressure inside the tank was 10.2 kPa, the
global deformation was shown in Figure 5, when the tank damaged on the tank top in the empty conditions, the whole
tank equivalent stress as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 5. The deformation graph of the whole storage.

Figure 6. Tank integral equivalent stress.

The failure pressure of typical volume tank top wall and bottom wall junction was listed in Table 1.

From the data in Table 1, with the increase of tank, the failure pressure of tank top and the tank bottom decreased
gradually, this was mainly with the tank diameter gradually increased, the maximum pressure that tank is not lifted up
decreased; for the same volume of tanks, failure pressure of tank roof in the empty pot, half pot and full pot were the same,
tank bottom pressure was gradually increased with the increase of storage level, due to tank liquid level rose, lead to its
weight was increased, the lift-off height was reduced, and radius was increased.

Failure Pressure Numerical Calculation of Different Tank under the Action of Dynamic Pressure

When combustible gas burned in the tank, the pressure of tank roof, wall and bottom at the same time was similar to static
pressure process, and values were the same, only in the whole combustion process, values of the pressure changed with
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time. Different volume to the storage tank pressure changed with burning time curve, referred literature [15].

Table 1. The failure pressure of typical volume tank (Static pressure).

Vol/m3 Condition

Failure on the top of tank Failure on the bottom of tank

Pressure/kPa
Lift-off radius

/mm

Lift-off height

/mm

Pressure

/kPa

Lift-off radius

/mm

Lift-off height

/mm

3000

Empty 10.2 4124.1 266.2 4.5 4975.7 182.8

Half 10.2 6194.6 123.6 17.1 6495.1 87.9

Full 10.2 6561.9 88.1 26.3 6725.1 71.3

5000

Empty 7.8 6712.2 233.6 3.5 6758.1 223.6

Half 7.8 9757.8 100.2 12.7 8738.2 95.4

Full 7.8 9875.1 2.5 23.4 8972.5 80.5

The Numerical Model of Tank Stress Analysis and Calculation Condition under the Action of Dynamic Pressure

The numerical model of tank stress analysis under the action of dynamic pressure was same as section 2.1. Due to the
different position of ignition in the storage tank, the pressure in the tank changed with time [15], The main consideration
of four kinds of conditions in the calculation were storage tanks in the empty, half, full tank and the ignition in center and
close to the tank wall.

The Pressure Stress Analysis of Typical Volume Tank with Dome Combustion Dynamic and Damage Evaluation

Because of the limited space, this section took 3000 m3 tank as an example, the conditions in the empty (ignition in the
center) detailedly analyzed the damage pressure. According to the numerical calculation model, when t=1.815s
compression ring section equivalent stress was shown in Figure 7, when t = 1.720 s edge board equivalent stress was
shown in Figure 8.

Figure 7. The deformation graph of the whole storage.

Figure 8. Tank integral equivalent stress.
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The failure pressure of the different volume dome tank top wall junction and bottom wall junction was listed in Table 2.

Table 2. Typical tank failure pressure (combustion booster process).

Vol/m3 Condition

Failure on the top of tank Failure on the bottom of tank

Time/s Pressure
/kPa

Lift-off
radius
/mm

Lift-off
height
/mm

Time/s Pressure
/kPa

Lift-off
radius
/mm

Lift-off
height
/mm

3000

Empty

The ignition
point near
the tank
wall

2.175 32.5 4416.9 287.9 1.950 24.4 5050.3 185.7

The ignition
point in the
center

1.815 32.5 4257.8 302.6 1.720 24.4 4980.6 188.1

Half (the ignition
point in the center) 1.450 33.2 6257.9 163.5 1.625 35.4 6670.5 92.2

Full (the ignition
point in the center) 1.270 35.5 6900.5 6900.5 1.395 42.6 7438.8 87.3

5000

Empty

The ignition
point near
the tank
wall

3.910 20.1 6954.8 249.4 4.010 20.4 6859.5 228.6

The ignition
point in the
center

2.900 20.1 7188.8 266.5 2.925 20.4 6800.7 230.1

Half (the ignition
point in the center) 2.625 21.5 9577.3 132.6 2.915 27.9 8974.1 100.1

Full (the ignition
point in the center) 2.445 23.0 9889.6 2.5 3.015 34.4 9758.2 98.5

From Table 2, with the increase of the tank volume, at the same storage level, the time when storage tank to be destroyed
required for growing; the pressure of the tank top and the tank bottom decreases gradually. When roof damage occured,
with the increase of storage tank volume, the lift-off radius of tank bottom was increased gradually, the lift-off height
gradually reduced; when damage occured at the tank bottom, with the increase of storage tank volume, the lift-off radius
of tank bottom was increased gradually, so did the lift-off height. The closer to the tank center was burning point, the
faster the tank got failure. For the 3000 m3 tank, tank bottom was destroyed faster than the top in the empty tank, and in
the half or full pot, tank top was destroyed faster than the bottom; for the 5000 m3 tank, no matter where the burning point
was, tank top was destroyed faster than the bottom.

THE ANALYSIS AND CORRECTION OF FAILURE PRESSURE AT THE TANK TOP WALL CONNECTION

The Tank Failure Pressure Correction under the Static Pressure Booster

Combined with the calculation results of the first section and the 2.1 section, and amended the failure pressure calculation
formula of the top wall joint in the standard, and the revision of the formula was associated with compression ring cross
section and A:

 steelangle Wrappinghhcc AtWtWA  (12)

After correction:

cc RtW 8.0 (13)

hh tR.W 2650 (14)

Taking formulas (12), (13) into formulas (8) and (11), The correction theoretical failure pressure values of 3000 m3 and
5000 m3 tank top wall under the static pressure could be obtained, in Table 3.
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Table 3. The failure pressure value of different volume of storage tanks at top wall joint in the standard theory (static).

Tank

capacity /m3

Failure pressure/kPa

The original standard tank failure

pressure formula

The calculation formula after

correction

The spatial model of

this paper

The relative

error %

3000 4.5 9.6 10.2 5.8

5000 1.7 7.2 7.8 7.6

From Table 3, failure pressure of tank top wall connection calculated by the original design standard calculating formula
was the minimum value, it was safe, this was mainly because the standard for tank compressive ring area computation was
too large, the actual tank damaged only in the weld area. Through calculation, the relative error of the correction failure
pressure formula and finite element calculation results was respective 5.8%, 7.6%.

The Tank Failure Pressure Correction under the Dynamic Pressure Booster

In the hydrodynamic conditions, through the analysis of section 2.2, it could be seen that the main influence factors of
storage tank for the pressure at the top wall damage was the liquid level in the tank. The calculation formula of the
pressure at the top of the wall connected with the failure pressure of the tank was amended as follows:

)5.03(
H
hPP staticf 

(15)

In the formula: h was the height of liquid level, m; H was the total height of tank wall plate, m.

By formula (15), the theoretical value of failure pressure, at the different volume tank top joint, could be calculated. The
correction failure pressure at the different tank top wall connection was listed in Table 4.

Table 4. The failure pressure value of different volume of storage tanks at top wall joint in the standard theory (dynamic).

Tank capacity

/m3

Failure pressure/kPa

The original standard tank failure

pressure formula

The calculation formula after

correction

The spatial model of

this paper

The relative

error %

3000

Empty 9.6 29.4 32.5 9.5

Half 9.6 31.2 33.2 6

Full 9.6 34.3 35.5 3.4

5000

Empty 7.2 21.6 20.1 7.5

Half 7.2 23.4 21.5 8.8

Full 7.2 25.2 23.0 9.6

From Table 4, by correcting the overpressure values under the dynamic on the basis of the revised tank failure pressure
under static pressure, it could judge the tank failure pressure more accurately from the theory in dynamic voltage boosting
damage condition.

CONCLUSIONS

(1) The tank roof wall joint of two kinds of failure modes were analyzed, local compression ring section yield lead to tank
roof destruction and tank weld strength damage. Damage to the top of tank wall joint pressure standard calculation method
were analyzed, the calculation method of the section area of the compression ring of the storage tank is obtained.

(2) By using shell elements, entity elements and beam element on the roof rib, connecting weld, edge angle, roof, wall,
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floor, foundation to discrete the structure etc, used to the one-way contact friction problem which simulate the roof and rib,
base plate and the foundation , storage space numerical calculation model was established. This model compared with the
existing models, the biggest characteristic was to consider the influence on the stress distribution of tank in connection
weld structure and net shell structure and size, and rib structure, and it was more close to actual structure.

(3) The yield strength reached by of the average stress of dangerous section was put forward, as joint strength failure
conditions of the tank wall top under the action of the static and dynamic pressure. Through finite element method,
established the space finite element model of different volume vault storage tank, storage tank structure were analyzed
under the action of static pressure and dynamic pressure combustion of roof and bottom pressure. The calculation results
showed that, with the increase of storage tank volume, the top wall junction failure pressure decreased gradually. The
failure pressure of the tank under the dynamic pressure was bigger than that under static pressure.

(4) According to the different volume tank in static and dynamic numerical simulation of pressure calculation,
compressive ring in the cross-sectional area of tank roof and effective length of the tank wall were correct, so was stress
standard calculation formula of the top wall joint. After correction, the tank top wall junction failure pressure under the
static pressure calculation formula with the results of numerical simulation calculation maximum relative error was 7.6%,
maximum relative error was 9.6% under dynamic pressure.
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